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HolderMoon Token has been redesigned with decentralized finance
(DeFi) management.

HolderMoon Token is focused on highly secure volume while
developing DeFi with its Projects and Ecosystem
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The protocol we created to promote the keeping of tokens in wallets

and ensure the full effective functioning of the secure exchange.

At the same time, HLM is advancing in a structure that contributes to

the projects and aims to host the projects within itself. In this way, the

budget cycle is transferred as HolderMoon and provides a great

advantage in providing volume.

We aim to gradually expand the liquidity pool and the financial

strength of HolderMoon passengers is increasing. For this, we

integrate our system with all technical fixes into the ecosystem and

check it in the background.

The Ecosystem

HolderMoon (HLM) Token is focused on the redevelopment of

decentralized finance (DeFi) through project enhancements and

ecosystem restructuring.

We're bringing improvements to the most problematic part of the

ecosystem, designed to ensure DeFi is completely flawless.
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How is it going to be ?

By integrating the projects we carry out with our team in the

background into HolderMoon, we will carry the entire budget through

HLM to obtain a valuable volume, and we will carry this forward by

providing time and transaction-oriented gains with the distribution

made. . The ecosystem will increase the HLM value in the wallet by

burning every transaction in the foreground in our database.

One of the steps to be taken in order for this system to continue; There

will be centralized exchanges and Mining system.

Anyone with HolderMoon in their wallet will journey to the planned

level with steps to take.

The Vision of HolderMoon
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Our vision is to carry everyone on the HolderMoon journey forward

with safe and stable volume gains.



HolderMoon Finance
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Ratios and distributions

One of the most important issues in decentralized finance is the liquid

pool. In this system, which we designed, an amount of 3% is added to

the HLM/BNB Liquid after each transaction. 

This configuration makes the situation sustainable for the HolderMoon

ecosystem.

Another feature that Holder Moon has designed for his community is

Reflection. If you keep Holder Moon in your wallet, HLM is added to

your wallet for each exchange transaction that takes place.

The static reflection rate specified in the smart contract in the clearing

process is 4%. The stage of distribution is determined by the amount

and total supply of all wallet holders. This process will provide HLM

earnings at each clearing stage.



Tokenomics

Total Supply : 800,000,000

Burning after the ICO process

A total of 7% tax on each transaction

Liquid lock after the ICO process

In each transaction, the 3% liquid pool is

locked as HLM/BNB

Distribution of 4% to all wallets takes place

in each transaction
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Charity

As the Holder Moon team, we will have many solidarity and assistance goals. One
of our plans is to focus on Water well projects in areas where assistance is needed
in Africa.
The main element of our sensitivity is that this is one of the most basic needs in
the world.

How will it be ?

We will make this contribution to international projects in the form of a

share at the end of each goal and at the end of our agreements.

We will share the signed help documents with our community so that bad
intentions do not occur.
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The information provided does not include investment advice, financial advice, and commercial
advice, This material is purely for informational purposes.

 (I) This material is not an offer or request for you to invest in or buy or sell any stock or stock. This
is your responsibility.

 (II) We underline that there are no guarantees in our information in any way.
 (III) Do your research before investing and verify it yourself completely of your own free will and
knowledge. In case of doubt, consult a financial adviser before investing. Please note that there

are always risks associated with smart contracts. Holder Moon is not a registered broker, analyst,
or investment adviser.

Legal and Risks
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